
Lighthouse Global Equity Fund Monthly factsheet for October 2021

As at 31 October 2021 1 month 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years
Lighthouse Global Equity Fund, net returns, after fees but before tax 8.75% 8.83% 23.91% 32.14% pa 31.48% pa 26.53% pa
MSCI All Country World Index, net, in NZD 1.32% 7.28% 26.78% 13.59% pa 13.94% pa 14.71% pa

Objective: To out-perform the MSCI All Country World Index (net, in NZD) Base fee: 1.05% pa (including GST)
by at least 2% pa Performance fee: 30% of the Fund's returns above the MSCI All Country World Index

Approach: Invests in international equities listed on the major United States (net in NZD) plus 2% pa, subject to a high water mark
exchanges Risk indicator:

This factsheet provides key information about the Lighthouse Global Equity Fund.  It tells you how the fund has performed and it will help you to compare it with other investments. It is based on information that we believe to be accurate and reliable
but we can't guarantee that this is the case.  The returns information uses a blend of this fund, across its full history, and returns from a wholesale fund Lighthouse Funds manages that uses the identical strategy.  Values that include returns from the
wholesale fund are shown in lighter grey.  Past performance does not guarantee future returns. For more information refer to the Product Disclosure Statement, the latest Quarterly Fund Update, or contact us at enquiries@lighthousefunds.nz
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Lighthouse Global Equity Fund Monthly factsheet for October 2021

October was a better month for the Fund, which was up 8.75% in New Zealand dollars, will slowly rise over the coming weeks - but it's a reminder that markets aren't always
even with the NZD strengthening against the USD by 3.7% through the month. strictly logical.

In 2021 the markets have ridden alternating waves of greed and fear.  The greed has Looking forward, we're entering a period that has historically yielded good investment
largely reflected optimism that Covid-19 is receding and that spending, investment returns.  So it would be nice to think the next few months could provide some stable
and corporate profits are bouncing back.  The fear has largely reflected worry that and consistent positive returns.  But there remain things the market will no doubt
Covid-19 isn't actually receding and it continues to impact on spending, supply chains, worry over - the most significant being the Federal Reserve's choices around tapering.
confidence and health. The last time the Federal Reserve began to taper was three years ago now, and

markets fell through November and December 2018 as an (over-) reaction to that,
Fear and worry dominated in September, underpinned by an expectation that the before rallying very strongly in the first quarter of 2019. 
corporate earnings for the July-to-September quarter would be weak and fall below
expectations.  October brought us the earnings results from that quarter and the Rationally, looking at earnings estimates for the next 12 months, corporate
actual numbers belied the fear.  About half of the Fund's investee companies had their fundamentals, and so on, the outlook is good.  But we expect the Fed will begin to raise
earnings announcements in October (another third or so will announce in interest rates and taper its economic stimulus programmes in the coming months, and
early-November, and the others are on different year and quarter ends).  Overall the that the market could decide to have another brief emotional tantrum about that
announced revenues and earnings exceeded analyst's expectations, and several news.  This is where your investment horizon becomes important. We focus on the
companies also raised guidance for the future.  Fund's 3-year and 5-year returns, not the next quarter.  We try to make steady and

measured decisions, not emotional ones.  
One, Amazon, had what we would consider a bad miss, but yet their share price still
rose through October.  Another, Starbucks, was impacted by Covid lockdowns in One important factor to us is that practically every company that reported in October
China (their second largest market) so missed expectations and their share price fell outlined that consumer demand for their products was very strong, and that their
slightly … but realistically Starbucks' long-term demand and growth is still firmly operational challenges were about supplying to meet that demand.  If you're going to
underpinned so we expect the fall will be short-lived. have a problem then that seems a higher-quality one to have.  Much of the current

inflation seems to be from companies rationing limited supply by price (and scarce
The odd one out was Align Technology (a medical technology company) who labour also rationing its supply on price).  One side of the coin is that that it's fair that
comfortably beat expectations, announced a share buyback, but still their share price that is a problem today.  But the other side of the coin is that the price signals are
fell in October.  We're okay, it's done well for us so far, and we expect Align's shares pointing towards a healthy corporate environment in the next year.

This factsheet provides key information about the Lighthouse Global Equity Fund.  It tells you how the fund has performed and it will help you to compare it with other investments. It is based on information that we believe to be accurate and reliable
but we can't guarantee that this is the case.  The returns information uses a blend of this fund, across its full history, and returns from a wholesale fund Lighthouse Funds manages that uses the identical strategy.  Values that include returns from the
wholesale fund are shown in lighter grey.  Past performance does not guarantee future returns. For more information refer to the Product Disclosure Statement, the latest Quarterly Fund Update, or contact us at enquiries@lighthousefunds.nz
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